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Example #2:  Supply and demand 
for butter 
IV regression was first developed to estimate demand elasticities for agricultural 
goods, for example, butter:

ln(          ) = β0 + β1ln(        ) + ui

• β1 = price elasticity of butter = percent change in quantity for a 1% change in 
price (recall log-log specification discussion)

• Data: observations on price and quantity of butter for different years

• The OLS regression of ln(          ) on ln(         ) suffers from simultaneous causality 
bias (why?)
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Simultaneous causality bias in the OLS regression of ln(        ) on 
ln(       ) arises because price and quantity are determined by the 
interaction of demand and supply: 
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This interaction of demand and 
supply produces data like… 

Would a regression using these data produce the demand curve?



But…what would you get if only 
supply shifted?

• TSLS estimates the demand curve by isolating shifts in price and quantity 
that arise from shifts in supply.

• Z is a variable that shifts supply but not demand.



TSLS in the supply-demand 
example: 

ln(       ) = β0 + β1ln(       ) + ui

Let Z = rainfall in dairy-producing regions.
Is Z a valid instrument?

(1) Relevant? corr(raini,ln(        )) ≠ 0?
Plausibly: insufficient rainfall means less grazing 
means less butter means higher prices

(2) Exogenous? corr(raini,ui) = 0?
Plausibly: whether it rains in dairy-producing regions 
shouldn’t affect demand for butter
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TSLS in the supply-demand 
example, cont’d. 

ln(        ) = β0 + β1ln(       ) + ui

Zi = raini = rainfall in dairy-producing regions.

Stage 1: regress ln(        ) on rain, get 

isolates changes in log price that arise from 
supply (part of supply, at least)

Stage 2: regress ln(        ) on 
The regression counterpart of using shifts in the supply 
curve to trace out the demand curve.
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